THE ART OF SCIENCE
SCAVENGER HUNT

★ LEVEL 1

☐ Visit the altar by Ofelia Esparza in Becoming Los Angeles — pick your favorite object and sketch it!

☐ Find a diorama you like in the African Mammal Hall — imagine what you might hear, smell, feel, if you were in the place that diorama represents.

Write a short poem based on what you see or imagine!

★ LEVEL 2

☐ Go to the Discovery Center — Make a song out of frog voices!

Which frog made your favorite sound?

Find an animal you are familiar with in the North American Mammal Hall. Get in character and have your adult take a photo of you mimicking the animal’s pose!

Go to the Bird Hall— find a bird that is your favorite color. Then, sketch what it’s beak looks like:
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⭐ NATURE GARDENS
Find the Pollinator Garden—Find a leaf that you like the shape of. Make a rubbing or trace it here:

⭐ LEVEL G
Visit the Nature Lab—
Find the section about black and brown widows, or western pond turtles and red eared sliders.
Imagine what an interaction between the two species might be like, then sketch a comic of it:

Go to the Edible Garden—use red dirt to color in this ladybug: